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Park and Street Orienteering
Orienteering around urban parks and streets is conducted across Australia all year round.
Sometimes the events will be entirely within parkland, at other times a mixture of smaller
parks, streets and suburban areas will be used for the events.
If streets are included, please take particular care as normal road rules apply and ensure
that young children are accompanied.

A Scatter Park and Street course with 20 controls.
The panel shows how many controls each course
(from A to E) must get.

Park and Street maps
All maps will show the major features of the area that you will be
navigating through.
Maps that comply with international orienteering standards will
be very comprehensive and show considerable detail. They will be
colour and the mapping style and symbols used will be consistent
from one event to the next.
From time-to-time, simpler versions showing less details will be
used. They could be extracted from a electronic map databases,
topographic maps or copied from suburban street maps.
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Park and Street Orienteering
A Score course where controls
are worth different scores
depending on their number.

Planning for your course
As you plan your route, look closely at your map and plan how you will actually get from
one control to the next. Remember to consider:
Contours – the hillier the area, the less distance you are likely to cover. The closer the
contours, the steeper the hill. Hills will slow you down and tire your legs!

Score Course Points
1 – 10
11 – 20
21 – 30
31 –40

2 points
3 points
4 points
5 points

Late penalty – 3 points
per minute or part.

Vegetation – bush will be slower than tracks which will be slower than fire trails or
roads. It is often better to travel a little further more quickly.
Difficulty – navigation mistakes will cost you lots of time. It is frequently better to stick
to a route which you are confident of being able to navigate through without mistakes
than to take the shorter but more difficult navigation option.
If the event is a scatter course with no time limit, consider the options and plan the most
efficient route to visit all controls. You will generally end up with a loop that has a few
deviations to collect outlying controls.
If the event is a score course, you will have a time limit. Before starting consider how
much distance you can normally run or walk within the set time. As you will also be
navigating, finding controls and checking in at each control, you won’t be able to travel
this far! Plan to only travel maybe 50 to 75% as far as you would otherwise (how far will
vary depending upon how hilly the course is, how good at navigating you are and how
open the area is for running). Now check the map scale and work out a route to visit as
many controls as possible and return to the finish with a total distance close to your goal.
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Park and Street Orienteering
As penalties for returning late on a score course can be significant, it is worth having a few
contingency plans should you find yourself either ahead of or behind your expected time.
For example, when your time is half way up, check that you are half way around your
planned course. If not, it is useful to have an idea in advance of what controls you can
drop out of your plan. Similarly if you are ahead of time, it is worth having a few bonus
controls in mind that you can add onto your planned route.
For both scatter and score courses it can be useful to draw a line on the map connecting
the controls in the order that you plan to visit them. This will help you to easily remember
what order you plan on visiting controls when you are out on the course.
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